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Task Parallel Runtime Systems

Critical Path Analysis

Computation DAG

Case Studies of 8 Programs with 5 Systems

As computer systems are 
improving with more nodes, 
more cores and more 
threads, parallel 
programming models are 
relying more on runtime 
systems (e.g., task 
schedulers) for mapping 
logical parallelism in 
programs onto available 
hardware parallelism.

Existing runtime systems 
(e.g., Cilk Plus, 
MassiveThreads, OpenMP, 
Intel TBB, Qthreads) 
perform differently the same 
programs in the Barcelona 
OpenMP Task Suite 
(BOTS).

A critical path is a serial chain of dependent tasks from the start of the 
entire computation to the end.  Of many such paths, our analysis is 
focusing on the particular path along which there is always a task ready or 
running.

A computation DAG which represents an execution of a 
task parallel program consists of nodes and edges:

● Each node of a DAG represents a serial computation 
involving no task-related operations inside.

● An edge represents a dependence between two nodes.

How a computation DAG is captured and visualized is outlined in our previous paper: 
DAGViz: A DAG Visualization Tool for Analyzing Task-Parallel Program Traces (VPA’15)

Our tool analyzes how the computation 
progressed along this path. we classify 
the entire execution time into the 
following three parts:
● Work: during which a task was running 
and thus is making a progress along the 
path

● Busy delay: during which no task on the 
path was running but all cores are busy 
working on other tasks (not on the path)

● Scheduler delay: during which no task 
on the path was running and there is at 
least one available (idle) core

From the end of the computation, we 
trace the dependence graph backwards, 
choosing the last finished one when a 
node has multiple predecessors. (nodes 
with blue borders)

Scheduler delay is further classified by the types of the dependences:
● End: follows the completion of a task.
● Create: follows the creation of a task and precedes its first execution.
● Create cont.: follows the creation of a task and precedes the parent task's 
continuation.

● Wait cont.: is for the parent to wait for the completion of its children after 
issuing a synchronization instruction.

A runtime system might have a large overhead for particular operations 
(task creation, work stealing, task joining, and so on) that makes scheduler 
delays constantly large for a specific type of scheduler delays; another runtime 
system might have a restriction in migrating tasks among cores so some ready 
tasks might not be able to run on the cores idle at that point; another system 
might deliberately delay the execution of a particular task in favor of other 
criteria, such as a better locality. We envision scheduler delay will highlight 
how such factors affected the execution time of the program.

SparseLU

We have built tools to capture and visualize a computation 
DAG from any task parallel program run by any task parallel 
runtime.
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How timing info such as when a 
node starts or stop are captured?

Execution time = work + busy delay
 + scheduler delay

Execution time = work + busy delay
 + end + create
 + create cont. + wait cont.

When busy delay’s condition is that 95%
(instead of 100%) of cores are busy

● Cilk Plus usually has more scheduler delay 
(more create cont. delay) than 
MassiveThreads: because Cilk Plus takes 
more time to do work stealing between cores.

● Intel TBB sometimes has large end delay 
(FFT, Fib, Sort, Strassen): because Intel TBB 
ties a task fixedly to the thread that it was first 
started.

● Most of scheduler delay become busy delay in 
Fib, Floorplan, Nqueens, Strassen.
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Head parts of timelines of SparseLU program

● Cilk Plus’ create cont. > MassiveThreads’: Cilk Plus has 
larger work stealing overhead.

● Intel TBB’s create > OpenMP’s and Qthreads’: Intel TBB 
has higher thread initialization overhead.
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